Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Query reformulation is a critical user behaviour in modern search engines and it is still addressed by a significant amount of research studies \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR17], [@CR23], [@CR26], [@CR33]\]. A salient behavioural facet that has been widely captured and analysed by those studies is query history. The latter is generally structured into "query sessions" which are sequences of queries submitted by a user while completing a search activity with a search system. In the literature review, there are many definitions of query sessions. The widely used definitions are the following \[[@CR19], [@CR25]\]: (1) a *Time-based session*, also called physical session in \[[@CR6]\], is a set of consecutive queries automatically delimited using a time-out threshold on user's activities. Time-gap values of 30 min and 90 min have been the most commonly used in previous research \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR19]\]; (2) a *Task-based session*, also called mission in \[[@CR6]\], is a set of queries that are possibly neither consecutive nor within the same time-based session. The queries belong to related information needs that are driven by a goal-oriented search activity, called search *task* (eg., *job search* task). The latter could be achieved by subsets of consecutive related queries called logical sessions in \[[@CR6]\] or subtasks in \[[@CR9]\].

Previous research \[[@CR4], [@CR7], [@CR20], [@CR21]\] showed that: (1) users have a natural multi-tasking behaviour by intertwining different tasks during the same time-based session; and that (2) users possibly interleave the same task at different timestamps in the same time-based session or throughout multiple time-based sessions (ie., *multi-session tasks*). Such long-term tasks are acknowledged as being *complex tasks* \[[@CR7], [@CR9]\]. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a sample of 3 time-based search sessions extracted from the Webis-SMC-12 Search Corpus \[[@CR6]\] for a single user. The sessions are manually annotated with tasks. As can be seen, 6 tasks (Task 1 - Task 6) are performed by the user during these 3 sessions. We can observe that all these sessions are *multi-tasking*, since they include queries that relate to multiple tasks (eg., Session 1 is multi-tasking since it includes queries that relate to Task 1, 2, 3 and 4). We can also see that Task 1 and Task 3 are *interleaved* within and across sessions (eg., Task 1 is interleaved within Session 1 and across Session 1, 2 and 3). Thus, Tasks 1 and 3 are *multi-session tasks*.Fig. 1.Examples of time-based sessions and tasks, with the associated queries. Sample of the Webis-SMC-12 Search Corpus \[[@CR6]\] for a given user.

While it is well-known that time-based session detection methods fail in revealing tasks \[[@CR6], [@CR19]\], most of previous research work has employed time-based sessions as the focal units of analysis for understanding query reformulations \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR26], [@CR33]\]. Other works rather studied users' query reformulations from the task perspective through user studies \[[@CR15], [@CR17], [@CR29]\]. However, the authors analysed low-scale pre-designed search tasks conducted in controlled laboratory settings. In addition to their limited ability to observe natural search behaviour, there is a clear lack of comparability in search tasks across those studies.

To design support processes for task-based search systems, we argue that we need to: (1) fully understand how user's task performed in natural settings drives the query reformulations changes; and (2) gauge the level of similarity of these changes trends with those observed in time-based sessions. Our ultimate goal is to gain insights regarding the relevance of using user's tasks as the focal units of search to both understand and predict query reformulations. With this in mind, we perform large-scale log analyses of users naturally engaged in tasks to examine query reformulations from both the time-based session vs. task-based session perspectives. Moreover, we show the role of the task characteristics in predicting the next user's query. Our findings clearly show that task is an additional relevant search unit that helps to better understand user's query reformulation patterns and to predict the next user's query.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Query Reformulation Understanding {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

Query reformulation has been the focus of a large body of work. A high number of related taxonomies have been proposed \[[@CR5], [@CR11], [@CR16]\]. To identify query reformulation patterns, most of the previous works used large-scale log analyses segmented into time-based sessions. Different time gaps have been used including 10--15 min \[[@CR8]\], 30 min \[[@CR4], [@CR19]\] and 90 min \[[@CR6], [@CR9]\]. In a significant body of work, authors categorised the transitions made from one query to the subsequent queries through syntactic changes \[[@CR11], [@CR12], [@CR23], [@CR26]\] and query semantic changes \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR33]\]. Syntactic changes include word substitution, removing, adding and keeping. The results highlighted that the query and its key terms evolve throughout the session regardless of the query position in the session. Moreover, such strategies are more likely to cause clicks on highly ranked documents. Further experiments on semantic query changes through generalisation vs. specialisation \[[@CR10], [@CR12]\] showed that a trend exists toward going from generalisation to specialisation. This behavioural pattern represents a standard building-box strategy while specialisation occurs early in the session.

Another category of work rather employed lab user studies to understand how different task characteristics impact users' query reformulations \[[@CR15], [@CR17], [@CR18], [@CR28], [@CR31], [@CR32]\]. The results mainly revealed that: (1) the domain knowledge of the task doer significantly impacts query term changes. For instance, Wildemuth \[[@CR31]\] found that search tactics changed while performing the task as users' domain knowledge evolved; (2) the cognitive complexity and structure of the task (eg., simple, hierarchical, parallel) has a significant effect on users' query reformulation behavior. For instance, Liu et al. \[[@CR17]\] found that specialisation in parallel tasks was significantly less frequent than in simple and hierarchical tasks.

A few work \[[@CR4], [@CR22]\] used large-scale web search logs annotated with tasks to understand query reformulations. The findings in \[[@CR4]\] were consistent with log-based studies \[[@CR26]\] showing that page visits have significant influence on the vocabulary of subsequent queries. Odijk et al. \[[@CR22]\] studied the differences in users' reformulation strategies within successful vs. unsuccessful tasks. Using a crowd-sourcing methodology, the authors showed that query specialisation through term adding is substantially more common in successful tasks than in unsuccessful tasks. It also appeared that actions such as formulating the same query than the previous one and reformulating completely a new query are rather relevant signals of unsuccessful tasks.

Contributions over Previous Work {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

We make several contributions over prior work. First, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study examined the differences in query reformulation strategies from the two perspectives of time-based sessions and task-based sessions viewed as background contexts. Insights gleaned from our data analysis have implications for designing task-based search systems. Second, although there has been intensive research on query reformulation, we provide a new insight into the variation of query reformulation strategies. The latter are analysed in relation with search episode size (*Short*, *Medium* and *Long*) and search stage (*Start*, *Middle* and *End*) from two different viewpoints (stream of query history and the search task progress). Third, building on the characterisation of search tasks, we provide insights on how considering task features might improve a supervised predictive model of query reformulations.

Analytical Set up {#Sec5}
=================

Datasets {#Sec6}
--------

This analysis is carried out using the freely available Webis-SMC-12 Search Corpus[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} \[[@CR1], [@CR6]\] extracted from the 2006 AOL query log which is a very large collection of web queries. The released corpus comprises 8800 queries. We remove the repeated successive queries that were automatically generated following a click instead of a user's reformulation. We also remove all non-alphanumeric characters from the queries and apply a lowercasing. The cleaned data finally include 4734 queries submitted by 127 unique users. The query log is automatically segmented into time-based sessions using a time-gap threshold on users' activities. Since there is so far no agreement about the most accurate time-out threshold for detecting session boundaries \[[@CR9], [@CR19]\], we consider the two widely used time-gap values between successive queries: 30 min as done in \[[@CR4], [@CR19]\] and 90 min as done in \[[@CR6], [@CR9]\]. We also use the provided manual annotations to segment the query log into task-based sessions. For care of simplicity, we subsequently refer to time-based session as "*Session*" and we refer to task-based session as "*Task*".

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents the data collection statistics. One immediate observation is that the average number of queries in tasks (3.45) is higher than that of the sessions (eg., 2.04 in the 30 min-sessions) as reported in \[[@CR9], [@CR19]\]. The total percentage of multi-tasking sessions is roughly $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Query Reformulation Features {#Sec7}
----------------------------

To study query reformulations, we consider the three usual categories of syntactic changes \[[@CR11], [@CR13], [@CR26]\] between successive query pairs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Query Characteristics {#Sec8}
=====================

Query Length {#Sec9}
------------

Here, our objective is twofold: (1) we investigate how query length (ie., \# query terms) varies across the search stages within sessions and tasks of different sizes (ie., \# queries); and (2) we examine in what extent the trends of query length changes observed within tasks are similar to those observed within sessions.

To make direct comparisons of trends between sessions and tasks with different sizes in a fair way, we first statistically partition the search sessions and tasks into three balanced categories (*Short*, *Medium* and *Long*). To do so, we compute the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of session size values for the 30-min and the 90-min sessions, as well as the CDF of task size values in relation with the number of included queries. Then, we compute the CDF of the search stage values in relation with the query position boundary (*Start*, *Middle* and *End*) along each size-based category of sessions vs. tasks. Since short sessions and tasks only contain 1 query and consequently do not contain query reformulations, we do not distinguish between the search stages nor consider this category of sessions and tasks in the remainder of the paper. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the statistics of the search stages (*Start, Middle, End*) with respect to *Medium* and *Long* sessions and tasks.Table 3.Classification of sessions and tasks regarding the number of related queries. If applicable, query positions boundaries to delimit the search stages in sessions and tasks of different sizes.ShortMediumLongSessions (30 min, 90 min)12$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2.Average query length variation along sessions vs. tasks of different sizes.

Based on those categorisations, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the variation of the query length limit within each category of sessions and tasks and along the different search stages. We can see two clear trends. First, queries in both longer sessions and longer tasks generally tend to contain more terms (2.60--2.87 vs. 2.41--2.51 in average). This trend remains along all the different search stages. Regarding sessions, previous studies \[[@CR2]\] have also shown similar trends in log-based data. Regarding tasks, our results suggest that long tasks require to issue more search terms. One could argue that long tasks, that more likely involve complex information needs, lead users to formulate more informative queries. We also relate this observation with previous findings \[[@CR2]\] showing that increased success is associated with longer queries, particularly in complex search tasks. Second we can surprisingly see that in general, queries observed within sessions whatever their sizes, are slightly longer in average than queries issued within tasks of the same category except at the end of the search stage. By cross-linking with the CDF results presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, we expect that this observation particularly relates to long sessions. One possible explanation is that since long sessions are more likely to be multi-tasking (eg., there are 1.57 task in average in the long 90-min sessions vs. 1.29 in the 30-min sessions), the average query length is particularly increased within sessions that include queries at late search stages of the associated tasks (*Middle*, *End*).Fig. 3.Term repetition trends over sessions vs. tasks.

Query Term Repeat {#Sec10}
-----------------

Inspired by \[[@CR13]\], we examine query term frequency along the search with respect to session vs. task search context. In contrast to \[[@CR13]\], our underlying intent here is rather to learn more about the impact of search context (ie., session vs. task) on the level of query term reuse. For a query $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a plots the average "maximum term repeat values" for all the queries within all the sessions and tasks ranged by size (*Short*, *Medium* and *Long*). We can see that the term repeat trend across sessions is similar to that reported in \[[@CR13]\]. By comparing between the term repeat trends in sessions and tasks, we clearly observe that there are less reformulated queries that do not share any identical terms with the previous queries in tasks (eg., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows the percentage of reformulated queries for which each reused term occurs at the first time at a given position within sequences from length 1 to 6. It appears that the sources of reused query terms in both tasks and sessions are limited to the two previous queries. More particularly, while we find terms used in the previous query in all ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Query Reformulation {#Sec11}
===================

User Actions {#Sec12}
------------
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Fig. 4.Plots of query reformulation similarities along different search stages of sessions and tasks of different sizes.

Similarity Analysis over the Search Progress {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------

To better understand the changes trends along the search, we also examine (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) the query reformulation similarities at different stages of the search sessions vs. tasks by considering both short-term context (SC) and long-term context (LC). We can make from Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} two important observations: (1) successive query reformulations within tasks are clearly more similar ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m = 0.13$$\end{document}$ for tasks). These results indicate that the queries tend to be lexically dissimilar while the search evolves. This observation might be explained by different reasons depending on the context used (session vs. task) to make the observation. As outlined earlier through query length analysis (Sect. [4.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}), sessions might include different ongoing tasks that lead to formulate lexically distinct queries. Unlikely, tasks might include different ongoing related subtasks. However, queries are still overall more similar ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$avg=0.16$$\end{document}$), particularly at the end of the search stage. This observation might be related to the better cohesiveness of tasks with increased number of queries since, unlike sessions, they are goal-oriented.

Summary {#Sec14}
-------

Through the analyses presented in the previous sections, we have shown that there are significant differences in query reformulation patterns depending potentially on the context used (session or task) to make the observations. The results also indicate that time threshold value used to segment the sessions has no impact on the differences trends. In general, the most significant differences are observed regarding long tasks. Informed by these findings, we show in the final contribution of this paper the potential of the task features studied in Sects. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} for enhancing the performance of a query reformulation predictive model.

Predicting Query Reformulation Using Task Context {#Sec15}
=================================================
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                \begin{document}$$q_{k-1}$$\end{document}$ is the anchor query.

Experimental Setting {#Sec16}
--------------------

**Evaluation Protocol.** As usually done in previous work for query auto-completion \[[@CR13]\] and next query prediction \[[@CR3], [@CR24], [@CR27]\], we adopt a train-test methodology. We first sort the 30 min-sessions time-wise and partition them into two parts. We use the first 60 day-data for training the predictive model and the remaining 30 days for testing. We use 718 sessions (including 2418 queries) which represent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{k-1}$$\end{document}$, ranked by query frequency. To assess the contributions of the task context features in predicting the next user's query, we use the *Baseline Ranker*, a competitive learning to rank query suggestion model that relies on contextual features \[[@CR3], [@CR27]\].

**Model Training.** We design the task-aware *Baseline Ranker* which we refer to as *TaskRanker*. For training purpose, we first generate from the 718 training sessions, 1395 task-based query sequences that are built with respect to the task labels provided in the Webis-SMC-12 Search Corpus. We remove the task-based query sequences with only 1 query candidate. For instance, using task labels provided in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we built and then select from *Session 1* the task-based query sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{q1,q6\};\{q3,q4\}$$\end{document}$ with respectively *q*6 and *q*4 as the ground truth queries. Besides, to guarantee the candidate set includes the target query, we remove the task-based query sequences whose ground truth is not included in the associated candidate sets. After filtering, we obtain 215 cleaned task-based query sequences used for training the *TaskRanker* model. Similarly to \[[@CR3], [@CR27]\], we use the state-of-the-art boosted regression tree ranking algorithm LamdaMART as our supervised ranker. We tune the LamdaMART model with parameters of 500 decision trees across all experiments. We use 2 sets of features (30 in total): (1) 10 features related to the analyses conducted in previous sections of the paper (Sects. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}). We use the *user-action related features* including ratios of term-retention (*Rr*), term-adding (*Ra*), term-removal (*Rm*), and term-repeat (*Tr*), that are measured using both the short-term (SC) and long-term (LC) contexts. We also use *query-similarity related features* (*Avg Sim*) based on the similarity of the target query $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{k-1}$$\end{document}$) and long-term context LC (with the previous queries in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_{q_k}$$\end{document}$); (2) 20 features that are similar to those previously used for a learning to rank suggestion model, and described in detail in \[[@CR3], [@CR27]\]. This set of features includes (a) pairwise and suggestion features based on target query characteristics and anchor query characteristics including length and frequency in the dataset; (b) contextual features that include n-gram similarity values between the suggestion and the 10 most recent queries. Note that we extended the *Baseline Ranker* released by Sordoni et al. \[[@CR27]\][2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}.

**Baselines and Evaluation Metric.** We use the conventional models widely used in the literature \[[@CR3], [@CR13], [@CR27]\] namely the *Most Popular Suggestion (MPS*), and the traditional *Baseline Ranker* which we refer to as *SessionRanker*. The MPS relies on query frequency to rank candidates. Unlike the *TaskRanker*, the *SessionRanker* is trained on session-based query sequences that are built from the same subset of the 718 training sessions. For instance, we built from *Session 1* presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the session-based query sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{q1,q2\};\{q1,q2,q3\};\{q1,q2,q3,q4\};\{q1,q2,q3,q4,q5\};\{q1,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6\}$$\end{document}$ with respectively *q*2, *q*3, *q*4, *q*5 and *q*6 as the ground truth queries. We obtain 1700 session-based query sequences that are then cleaned, similarly to the *TaskRanker* by removing query sequences with only 1 query candidate and those with ground truth not included in the associated candidate sets. Finally, the *SessionRanker* has been trained on 302 cleaned session-based query sequences.

Similarly to the *TaskRanker*, we use the same sets of features (30 in total) learned here at the session level, and we tune it using the LamdaMART model. We use the *Mean Reciprocal Rank* (*MRR*) which is the commonly used metric for evaluating next query prediction models \[[@CR3], [@CR24], [@CR27]\]. The MRR performance of the *TaskRanker* and the baselines is measured using the same test subset that includes 150 cleaned session-based query sequences built up on the subset of 698 session-based query sequences generated from the 300 test sessions. The task annotations of the testing test are ignored.Table 5.Next query prediction performance. All improvements are significant by the t-test ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 5.Performance of *TaskRanker* compared to the baseline models on sessions with different sizes.

Prediction Results {#Sec17}
------------------

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the MRR performance for the *TaskRanker* and the baselines. The *TaskRanker* achieves an improvement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.01$$\end{document}$). It has been shown in previous work \[[@CR3], [@CR27]\] that session size has an impact on the performance of context-aware next query prediction models. Thus, we report in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} separate MRR results for each of the *Medium* (2 queries) and the *Long* sessions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\ge }3$$\end{document}$ queries) studied in our analyses (Sects. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}). As can be seen, the task-based contextual features particularly help predicting the next query in long sessions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$89.9\%$$\end{document}$ of *Long* tasks whose cohesive contexts enable more accurate predictions of user's future search intent.

Conclusion and Implications {#Sec18}
===========================

Better understanding user's query reformulations is important for designing task completion engines. Through the analysis of large-scale query logs annotated with task labels, we have revealed significant differences in the query changes trends along the search depending on the retrospective context used, either session or task. We found that queries are even longer in longer tasks with however a lower level of term reuse in tasks than in sessions. In addition, terms are particularly renewed in long tasks indicating clear shifts in information needs. Using lexical similarity measures, we have also shown that the query reformulations exhibit a clearer cohesiveness within tasks than within sessions along the different search stages, with however a decreasing level of similarity. Finally, we provided insights on the usefulness of task features to enhance the user's next query prediction accuracy. Given the crucial lack of query logs with annotated tasks, we acknowledge that the predictive model has been trained and tested with limited amount of data. However, the features used are based on the analysis performed on a large-scale data provided in the Webis corpus. Thus, we believe that the trend of our results would remain reliable.

There are several promising research directions for future work. Firstly, evidence related to the characterization of tasks through query length variation and query reformulation similarities along the search, presented in Sects. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, may benefit research on automatic task boundary detection. In Sect. [6](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, we showed that learning from query streams annotated with tasks helps the query suggestion process particularly for long-term tasks. It will be interesting to design a predictive model of *query trails* associated with subtasks, by analogy to search trails \[[@CR30]\]. This might help users in completing complex tasks by issuing fewer queries. This would decrease the likeliness of search struggling as shown in previous work \[[@CR22]\].

<http://www.webis.de/research/corpora>.

<https://github.com/sordonia/hred-qs>.
